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Equations are derived for the motion of the magnetization and the "spin axes of the
Cooper pairs, " and solved for the case of unsaturated cw resonance, In general two dis-
crete resonances are predicted, but if a special condition is met, only one occurs. The
complete field dependence of the line(s) determines the gap configuration almost unique-
ly. The predictions are consistent with existing data and in strong conflict with Ander-
son s theory.

Several months after its original discovery, '
the anomalous NMR shift in the "A phase" of
liquid 'He remains a source of controversy. In
an earlier Letter' this author showed that the
existence of the shift couM be qualitatively un-
derstood if the system possessed the property
of "broken spin-orbit symmetry"; in the pres-
ence of the nuclear dipole forces there would
then be a strong correlation between the direc-
tion of total spin of any two particles and the di-
rection of their relative orbital angular momen-
tum. ' If, as seems to widely believed, liquid
He A is an anisotropic BCS-type superfluid, then

it is the Cooper pairs which have their spins and
orbital angular momenta correlated in this way.
This mechanism for the shift does not require
that the total orbital angular momentum or total
spin be finite, or that there be a preferred axis
of quantization for the spins: The shift is there-
fore predicted to persist to zero fieM, and to
occur even for the "isotropic" Balian-Wertham-
er' (BW) state Areson. ance is also predicted
to occur for "longitudinal" polarization of the
rf field (i.e. , parallel to the external field). How-
ever, this approach is clearly somewhat unsatis-
factory in that the existence of a single shifted
peak with the observed frequency dependence,

(d =(d p +(do (T),

and no appreciable background was taken from
experiment rather than demonstrated explicitly,

A very different approach to the problem of
this shift was developed by Anderson' under the
assumption that 'He A is indeed an anisotropic
BCS superfluid. This approach rests fundamen-
tally on the hypothesis of the existence of a mac-
roscopic total orbital angular momentum which
is coupled to the total spin and to the "reference
system for the spins of the condensed pairs"
(called hx by Anderson) by some semiphenome-
nological energies. Among the predictions of this
theory are that the shift 0)' —(~ L' is a strong func-
tion of the external field and tends to zero in zero
field; that there is no "longitudinal" resonance;
and that the BW state shows no shift. If the last
conclusion is correct, we could interpret the "8
phase" of 'He as a BW phase.

In the present Letter I outline' a microscopic
theory of NMR in an anisotropic BCS-type super-
fluid, based on a Born-Oppenheimer type of ap-
proximation. I derive general equations for the
magnetization vector and a vector related to the
spin of Cooper pairs at a particular point on the
Fermi surface. The equations are applicable to
quite general NMR situations in which fieM grad-
ients can be neglected. They are solved explicit-
ly for the case of unsaturated cw resonance, with
some somewhat surprising results. The predic-
tions of Ref. 2 are confirmed, in the sense that
if a single resonance line (rather than two) is
observed, then its frequency must satisfy Eq. (1),
and that the existence of a shift is a consequence
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on)y of broken spin-orbit symmetry and holds for
any field and for longitudinal rf polarization.
However, we find that in general an anisotropic
superfluid shows theo discrete resonance lines
neither of whose frequencies is given by Eq. (1),
although the difference is noticeable only at low
fields. The observation in 'He A. of a single line
rigorously obeying Eq. (1), if it were to be con-
firmed by experiments at lower fields, would

imply a very strong constraint on the nature of
the equilibrium state. The state recently pro-
posed by Anderson and Brinkman' seems to sat-
isfy this constraint. As to the BW state, see
below.

We define the total spin vector S in the usual
way, and also a vector T(n), which is related
to the condensation amplitude and spin axis of
the Cooper pairs' at a point on the Fermi sur-
face characterized by the unit vector n:

T(n) = 4m(2@8) 'f d'p' 5(n —n')a ~i&(7'5)&„a~i„-=—T(- n),
(2)

(3)

and the components of o are spin matrices. The components of S satisfy the usual commutation rela-
tions among themselves, and we also have

[S, , T, (n)] = i ke...T„(n) = —[S, , T, t(n)] t.

The commutation relations of T and T~ are not necessary for present purposes, as will be seen.
We write the Hamiltonian in the form

B=H +H,
where H, contains the "gross" terms, that is, kinetic energy, nondipole potential energy (which is as-
sumed invariant against spin rotations), and magnetic field energy —yS K, where K is the external
field. II~ is the dipole energy: In this we keep only the terms corresponding to Cooper pairs, which
then read

H&
——

z vy 8 f (dQ/4m) f (dQ'/4m) [T t(n) ~ T(n') —3q T t(n)q T(n')],

q —= (n —n')/~n —n'
~
.

So long as we consider only II„ the quantities
8' and S-3C are constants of the motion. Consider
the energy of the state which is the equilibrium
state subject to the condition that S' and S K
have given values. We can write this as

z(s) =y'q 's2-ys. x,

where we have assumed for simplicity that )t is
independent of field (the treatment is easily mod-
ified if this is not so).

At this point one may ask whether in the en-
suing argument one should not use, instead of the
true (isotropic) susceptibility y, the "suscepti-
bility at constant T(n)"'. This is a tensor whose
principal axes depend on T(n). There is space
here only to state that doing so in no way affects
the results quoted below for (a) any BW state,
(b) any state of the type (b) defined below, (c)
longitudinal resonance, (d) T near T„and (e)
large ~„. For states of type (a) defined below,
Eq. (14) is modified for T far from T, and small
&L, but this affects none of the qualitative con-
clusions of this Letter. These statements will

be justified elsewhere. '
We now make a Born-Oppenheimer type of ap-

proximation' and assume that for motion on time
scales long compared to 8/b, (6 is a typical en-
ergy gap) we may replace H, by E, which is now

to be regarded as a function of the oPeratox S.
We define quantities

H =- - sZ/sS = yX- y'q 'S,

$(n) -=- OH~/5T(n).

(7)

(8)

(10)

Then using the commutation relations of the com-
ponents of S and T [see Eq. (3)] we can write
down at once the equations of motion of S and
T(n). In the equation for T(n) terms arising from
[T,H~] are of order y relative to the others;
since for nuclear magnetism y is always very
small (-10 '), we drop these. Then we obtain
the simple equations

dS/dt =Sx H+R,
(9)

R -=(4v) 'f dQ[T(n) x Z(n) + c.c.];
dT(n)/dt = T(n) x H.
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From now on we treat the macroscopic quantities
S, T(n), and J(n) as c-numbers (as we already
did in rearranging the terms in R). Equations
(9) and (10) provide in principle a description of
a wide variety of NMR phenomena.

To discuss the case of unsaturated cw reso-
nance, we notice that the definition of R, together
with Eqs. (5), (8), and (10), leads to

dR, /dt =Q, O';, H, ,

where the elements of the 3 x 3 matrix 4 are bi-
linear functionals of T(n), T*(n'). In the case of

interest we can replace the 4„by their value in
the equilibrium state, 4„'. It is of course es-
sential' to choose this state from among the var-
ious states left degenerate by H~ so as to min-
imize (Hn). Then it is easy to show that 4f' is
a symmetric matrix with positive definite eigen-
values, and TrC '~= —6(H~). C„„'l is just y

'
times the Q defined in Ref. 2.

Finally, we use Eq. ( t) to express H in terms
of the deviation S of S from its equilibrium val-
ue S,=y 'XK„and the rf field K„&. The result-
ing equation for S' is, after a Fourier transfor-
mation with respect to time,

(~2 —52)S' —i& (~, x S') = —y 'y(Q'&„, +in&a, x X„,),
where wL

—= yK, and 0' is a 3 x 3 matrix defined

by

(Q );, —:y X 0, ~"~ =4wy 8 y Ref (dQ/4v)5(dQ'/4&)f[q T*(n)][q.T(n')]5, ,

(12)

—q. T*(n)q, T, (n') —[q x T*(n)];[q x T(n')],).
From Eq. (12) we may obta, in the complete absorption spectrum. ' We shall assume that Q2 can be di-
agonalized in a frame in which ~L lies along the z axis, and call its eigenvalues 0„', 0,', 0,'. Then
a longitudinal resonance occurs at ~ = Q„while the absorption of a transverse field (the usual NMR

ease) shows in general two resonances at frequencies

~2 l(~ 2+Q 2+Q 2g[(~ 2 Q 2+Q 2)2 4Q 2Q 2]l/2)

For large v~ Eq. (14) (with the upper sign)
agrees with Eq. (1), if we set &uo'(T) = Q„'(T)
+Q,'(T). Deviations from Eq. (1), as well as
frequency and spectral weight of the lower reso-
nance, are determined by the quantity

6(~„T)=o'[&,'/(~, +~L )],
2Q 2/(Q 2+Q 2)2 ( 1

If we use the existing data" on 'He A to deter-
mine the value of ~,'(T), we find that 5 would

have been very small (( 0.06) for all experiments
so far carried out. It is therefore not surprising
that the second line was not seen. Moreover, the
existing data are probably not quite adequate' to
set a nontrivial upper limit on the quantity n. If
Eq. (1) were observed to hold rigorously for all
co&, this would imply n = 0 and hence that one of
the eigenvalues in the xy plane, say 0,', is zero;
this would be an extremely strong constraint on
the equilibrium state. In this special case the
lower mode always has zero frequency; it might,
nevertheless, reduce the spectral weight in the
upper mode at low fields, depending on how the
anisotropy axes lock on to the rf field. '

We shall quote some values of 0 for various
states of interest, confining ourselves to temper-

(14)

atures near T, where T(n) is directly proportion-
al to the vector d(n) defined by BW.' The abso-
lute values of 0 depend on unknown factors, ' so
we shall quote values of C, =-Q /Q, ', where

Q, ' -=4~y4m2 x —.
' j(dQ/4~)! T(n)!'. (16)

The maximum possible value of Q,.C, is then 1.
We confine ourselves to the case of p-wave pair-
ing:

(a) d(n) =(—')'~2z x n; C„=C,=,D, C, =-,';
(b) d(n) =(—')~'y"(x+iz); C„=C,=-,', C, =O;

(c) d, (n) =n„d„=—,'n„+(—'„')~'n„—

C„=C =0, C, = —'.
g 2 ~

State (a) is the best (from the point of view of the
dipole energy) of the class of equal-spin-pairing'
states which are degenerate in the weak-coupling
approximation. State (b) is the best of the sub-
class of this which is said by Anderson and Brink-
man' to minimize the spin-fluctuation energy.
State (c) is the best RW state: See below. Clear-
ly we have C, = 0 not only for state (b) but more
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generally for any state of the form yf(n), where
f is a scalar function (e.g. , an l = 3 spherical
harmonic).

In writing down the state (c) as the "best" BW
state we have argued as follows. In zero external
field the dipole energy of the BW state is mini-
mized if we start from the configuration d =n and
then rotate d(n) through the angle cos '(- —,') about
an arbitrary axis. We have assumed that in a fi-
nite field we should choose this axis to be the z
axis, since the number of S,=O pairs is slightly
less than the number of S, = + 1 pairs and it is
therefore more important to correlate the latter.
Then we see that the resultant state does not
show a "transverse" shift but does show a large
longitudinal shift. Hence it is possible that 'He
B is in a BW phase, ' and we can test this hypoth-
esis by a longitudinal NMR experiment.

We conclude: (I) The phenomenon of shifting
of the resonance(s) is quite insensitive to wheth-
er or not there exists a 5„ in Anderson's sense,
or a finite total angular momentum; thus, con-
trary to Ref. 4, a shift will occur for longitudi-
nal polarization (even for the BW state) and will
in no case tend to zero as Ro -0. (2) The shift
cannot be ascribed to an effective internal field
lying in the xy plane, since at low external fields
the motion of S' is more nearly linear than circu-
lar [see Eq. (12)]. (3) Existing experimental data
on 'He A probably cannot determine the nature of
the configuration unambiguously, but lower-field
data will go a long way towards doing so. (4) 'He
B may be in a BW state, and this can be tested
by longitudinal NMR experiments.
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High-field (H» 60 kG) and low-temperature (T ~ 25 mdeg K) Mossbauer-effect mea-
surements of the Kondo system Fe:Cu are reported. The comparison of these re-
sults with bulk susceptibility data leads to a polarization, of antiferromagnetic sign,
of the electron gas in the Kondo state.

The true nature of the Kondo effect is far from
being understood; this is so for the theoretical'
as well as for the experimental' side of the prob-
lem. For simplicity one may, as far as the ex-

perimental situation is concerned, divide the
measurements into macroscopic and microscopic
ones. For the macroscopic the situation is rea-
sonably simple. The properties like resistivity,


